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NAME

Marije de Haas

SAMPLE RECEIVED

10:57, 12.09.33

BIRTH DATE

16.09.74

TEST RESULT SHARED

17.10.33

PATIENT ID NO

740916-6068

SPECIALIST

Dr. Lorem Ipsum

About the dementia diagnosis test
This test measures a wide range of indicators that together can give a reliable indication about time
of onset of dementia. We measure various biomarkers that can give a diagnosis with 95% accuracy.
Please consult Dr. Lorem Ipsum if you want to know more details about these biomarkers.
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Your test result: You will develop dementia from the age of 68
Here you have an overview of your individual timeline and how your Dementia is likely to develop.
Dr. Lorem Ipsum will discuss this timeline with you in detail and the options you have along the way.
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What now?
Dr. Lorem Ipsum will be in touch with you on 21.10.33 at 10.15. Please contact us if you want to change
the time for this meeting. It is important that you bring a friend, partner or other individual that can
handle care matters for you into the future. This is a journey that we recommend you do not make alone.
If there is no one that you feel comfortable with to be there for you then we can help you find your
care friend from our pool of wonderful volunteers.
We will discuss with you options for your future. The aim is to help you have a high quality of life until
your death. How this looks is entirely up to you and we will help you to make the best of it, for you.

Important contact details
Dr. Lorem ipsum
070 2174 104

Care friend: Azize
073 5373 137

Care friend: Jop
072 2108 751

Dementia Diagnosis Community
planneddeath.com/community

